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Maciej Lew-Mirski
V-ce President of the Polish Armaments Group
Maciej Lew-Mirski has graduated from the University of Warsaw, Faculty of Law and
Administration. An advocate and a co-founder of the Military Counterintelligence Service
(SKW), a former employee of the National Security Bureau and the Chancellery of the
President of the Republic of Poland and a former member of the Verification Committee for
the Military Intelligence Services (WSI). For many years, he cooperated with well-known law
firms, provided consultancy to Members of Parliament participating in parliamentary
Committee for National Defence and Committee for Secret Services. An advisor to the
Minister of National Defence and to the Head of the Military Counterintelligence Service.
For nearly 9 years he has been involved in the Polish defence sector. During his service in
SKW, he participated in the negotiations concerning the deployment of elements of the socalled “anti-missile shield” in Poland. Moreover, he performed tasks related to protection of
production and trade in commodities, technologies and services for military purposes, and
issued opinions on contracts on purchase of military equipment. As a member of the
Verification Committee for WSI, he investigated, among others, the engagement of the
military secret services both on Polish and international arms trade market.
A Managing Partner of a consulting firm providing services in the field of broadly understood
security of business entities, he provided consultancy to numerous large enterprises
operating both on Polish and the international markets, in particular of the steel, aviation,
medicine, media or mining segments.
Distinguished with the Bronze Medal of Merit for National Defence by the Minister of
National Defence.
On December, 9th 2015, Mr Maciej Lew-Mirski was appointed a Member of the Management
Board of the Polish Armaments Group. He is also a Member of the Supervisory Board of MS
TFI (Investment Funds Association), the Scientific Council of Industrial Optics Center - PCO S.A,
the Scientific Council of Research and Development Centre of Mechanical Devices “OBRUM”
and the Convent of Warsaw University of Technology. Furthermore, he is an advisor to the
Parliamentary Committee for Secret Services.

